
 


Per my text message.  Below is the message draft. Pasted further below that is a message between Leonard


(GOVs office) and FBI Special Agent Jason Chaney that Jay was CC ’d on (I was not).




Commissioner,


This morning at 5:37am we were notified via an alert that an unknown individual (@CyberZeist twitter

handle) had posted a screen shot from what appeared to be a compromised Alaska Division of

Elections reporting system.


Here is what we know:


1. The individual successfully executed an exploit to PHP (a computer scripting language used

heavily in web presentation)


2. The individual was able to use privilege escalation to access the server ’s underlying file system.


3. The individual posted to their Twitter account a screen shot from the GEMS Election Results

System as proof they were capable of accessing administrative areas of the server.


4. Along with the screen shot, the following message was posted “#USElections2016 Alaska

Election Division online #ballot administrator access #pwned.. waiting for people to start

voting”


At this time I have SSO staff working with Gov ’s office staff to get the server ’s vulnerable PHP

installation patched. Additionally, we are building more aggressive hunting rules for our McAfee

security solutions. Finally, this server will eventually be taken down once results begin to come in and

are reported. The SOP for elections results posting are to turn up new VMs with the static results. Our

analysis of this event is that there was no compromise of classified information as election results are

public data. With the PHP vulnerability patched and the SOP for elections reporting, I am confident we

have this matter resolved.


It is worth mentioning @CyberZeist did make a general threat to launch distributed denial of service

attack(s) today. The threat is not specific to the State of Alaska, but if such an attack is launched

against elections.alaska.gov we may be impacted which would result in delays and timeouts when

people attempt to access the election results online at elections.alaska.gov.


If you have any further questions please let me know.


PASTED MESSAGE FOLLOWS:


From:  Robertson, Leonard N (GOV)

Letterman, Chris E (DOA)


From: Letterman, Chris E (DOA)


Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2016 1:46 PM


To: Steele, Jim A (DOA)


Cc: Druyvestein, Jay A (DOA)


Subject: per text message


DP

Document ID: 0.7.1313.5014 SOA000001



From:  Robertson, Leonard N (GOV)

Sent:  Tuesday, November 08, 2016 11:56 AM


To: jason.cheney@ic.fbi.gov


Cc: Druyvestein, Jay A (DOA) < jay.druyvestein@alaska.gov >; Davis, Myron L (DOA)

<myron.davis@alaska.gov >; Clark, Kami S (GOV) <kami.clark@alaska.gov>; Malander, Phillip J (GOV)

<phillip.malander@alaska.gov >


Subject:  Alaska Election System Claim by cyberzeist


Dear Mr. Cheney,


Phillp Malander from our Elections division suggested I follow -up with you on the summary from our

different parties.


The Elections webserver is a server that hosts flat content, and does not use the database backend.  The


most dynamic content on this server is a php page that pulls from an xml file.  For servers hosted by the


Governor ’ s Office, we avoid hosting any DMZ content that is sensitive.  As a policy we avoid and discourage


any web services in this DMZ area that collects and stores confidential information.


Claimed Compromise:


So far the cyberzeist twitter post has proven they can read a public web page.   This party has not proven


they can alter any results, even though the boast in the tweet may subtly imply that ability.  In actuality,


results are tabulated in an isolated network without any internet access.  They claim to have discovered a


vulnerability, but this has not been proven true.  So unless this party can hack and compromise our “Sneaker

Net” ,  There is no path from Elections.alaska.gov to reach the tabulation system.  Tabulation results are hand


carried one way from the tabulation system to the elections webserver.


Results of Review:


Our security office reviewed the server and found a recent patch missing that was of minimal risk and did

not pose a significant threat.   In addition, they reviewed the server hardening we had enabled, and  feel it is


still a strong box.   Preliminary log review does not show a compromise of system integrity.  The worst


vulnerability found was the ability to read information that may not be intended but not critical or

confidential.  This patch has been applied along with some updates, that are not required for security, but


are prudent.


Elections staff reviewed procedures and logic of information flow to reiterate there is no path to

compromise tabulation.  In addition, fall back procedure in case of an actual breach of the elections


webserver are in place.  Basically, we would point traffic to our alternate hosting sites for elections results.


Moving forward:


All parties involved will continue to monitor and be available.  Phillip mentioned you may wish to review


logs.  I can work with you to make sure that is available.  We appreciate your help and remain available to


answer any questions and take any suggestions.


Today feel free to contact me on my cell at  in case I am away from my desk phone.


Leonard  R obertson

Network Systems Specialist


Division of Administrative Services


Office of Governor Bill Walker


240 Main Street, Suite 300


Court  Plaza  Building

Juneau, Alaska  99801


PHONE: 907.465.3838


FAX: 907.465.1641


BOI
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Cc: Jay Druyvestein (State Security Office Representative), Myron Davis(State Security Analyst), Kami Clark

(Governor ’s Office I.T. Director), Phillip Malander (Elections Systems Expert) 
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